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Hour 1

10 pts Who is Miss Deaf Minnesota for the year 1988?
-- Ann Marie Mickelson

5 pts What day is Independence Day in Mexico?
-- September 16

25 pts Who is the only football player to appear in a Superbowl game in the 60's, 70's,
and 80's?
-- Gene Upshaw

15 pts Where was the first White Castle hamburger shop located?
-- Wichita, Kansas

10 pts Henry Kissenger is an honorary member of a well-known basketball team. What
team is it?
-- Harlem Globetrotters

40 pts What actor played the role of the person who committed suicide in the movie "The
Big Chill" only to have the role cut from the film?
-- Kevin Costner

5 pts Who composed the song "Exodus?"
-- Earnest Gold

15 pts In what town is the Roy Rogers/Dale Evans Museum located?
-- Victorville, California

IO pts Where is the Cracker Jack factory presently located?
-- North Brook, Illinois

Hour2

5 pts Name the West German teenager who, last year, flew a single-engine plane from
West Germany to Moscow's Red Square.
-- Mathias Rust

10 pts The Henhouse 5 Plus 2's version of "In The Mood" was the creation of what
well-known singer-songwriter ?
-- Ray Stevens

35 pts The International Llama Association of the U.S. held it first jamboree last year.
In what U.S. town was it held
-- Culpeper, Virginia

15 pts In what arena, and in what city was the 1985-6 N.B.A. Slam Dunk and Long
Range Shootout held?
--Reunion Arena; Dallas
10 pts Name the two women that were caught trying to assassinate President Gerald
Ford during his term in office.
-- Lynette (Squeaky) Fromme; Sara Jane Moore

25 pts According to the National Hot Dog and Sausage Council, what single location
sells the most hot dogs in a year?
-- Chicago's O'Hare airport

5 pts Who did Bobby Fischer defeat in 1972 to win the world chess crown?
-- Boris Spassky

15 pts Name the two men who were unsuccessfully nominated for the Supreme Court by
Richard Nixon.
-- Clement Haynesworth and G. Harrold Carswell

10 pts Before Rupert Holmes went solo, he sang with a group that had a top 40 hit
Name the group.
-- Street People

Hour3

5 pts What 2 countries compete for the Ryder cup?
--United States and England

10 pts According to Bob Uecker, who is the world's funniest tennis coach?
-- Jan Kuryak (pronounced Yawn Cur-ee-yak)

35 pts Give the full pen name of the science fiction novelist who created the fictional
world of Darkover?
-- Marion Zimmer Bradley

15 pts Who sang the National Anthem at the Leonard - Hagler fight which took place last
year?
-- the Pointer Sisters

10 pts Who was on the cover of the first Rolling Stone magazine?
-- John Lennon

35 pts

in the entire history of baseball, there has been only one game played where the
entire roster of one team had the same batting average after the game as before.On
what day did the game take place, and who were the teams and the starting
pitchers involved?
-- 1st game of the 1940 season - April 16, 1940; Chicago
White Sox vs. Cleveland Indians; Bob Feller threw a no-hitter
against Edgar Smith

5 pts The Order of the Garter was founded by what British king?
-- Edwardill
15 pts What was the first state to ban slavery?
-- Vermont
10 pts Name the city that has more psychiatrists per capita than any other metropolitan
area in the United States.
-- Washington, D.C.

Hour4

T.O. Where was the first Holiday Inn located?
-- Memphis, Tenn.

10 pts What is the number on the jersey of the man from the stands who crashes the
plexiglass at a North Stars game and scores a goal?

-- 37
45 pts Who was the 1987 National High School Rodeo saddle-bronc riding champion?
-- Jim (Bob) Custer

15 pts One of the characters Flip Wilson created was a woman named Geraldine. By
what name did Geraldine call her boyfriend?
·
-- Killer

10 pts What was the slogan Bono Vox ofU2 spray painted on a fountain in San
Francisco during their free concert last year?
-- Rock and Roll - Stop the traffic.

40 pts What are the names of the 2 crash dummies in the Rap ad put out by the National
Safety Council?
-- Vince and Larry

5 pts

What is the name of the British Bulldog's mascot?
- Matilda

15 pts Who was the first woman to hold the position of US Commissioner of Social
Security?

-- Dorcas Hardy

10 pts What is Pee Wee Herman's real name?
-- Paul Reubenfield

Hour5

5 pts What was the second film Clint Eastwood appeared in?
-- Francis In The Navy

10 pts On the TV show MASH, what is the name of Luther Rizzo's wife?
-- Zola

75 pts What US nightclub first introduced topless entertainment, and who was the first
topless dancer?
-~ The Condor Club; Carol Doda

15 pts Who was the 25th recipient of the Screen Actor's Guild's highest honor, the SAG
Annual Achievement Award?
-- Red Skelton

10 pts Who played slide guitar on the Richard Marx single "Don't Mean Nothing?"
·
-- Joe Walsh

50 pts What site was designated as the first undersea National Historic Landmark in the
US?
-- the site where the Civil War Ironclad, the U.S.S. Monitor, sank

5 pts Who was the honorary chairperson for the 1987 Minnesota Toys-For-Tots
Christmas toy drive?
-- Roy Smalley

15 pts Who invented the Pet Rock?
-- GaryDahl

10 pts In what town did the world's largest Easter Egg hunt taken place in last year?
-- Homer, Georgia

Hour6
5 pts What time did ''Little Susie" have to be home?
-- Ten

10 pts There is a new character on Sesame Street She is a blonde-locked acting teacher
with a European accent What is the new character's name?
-- Meryl Sheep

25 pts According to Dun and Bradstreet, what is the oldest U.S. based company still in
existence in the United States?
-- Zildjian Company

15 pts Besides Juan Berenguer, what 3 Twins were included in the video entitled "The
Berenguer Boogie"?
-- Al Newman, Les Straker, and Tony Oliva

10 pts Who was the winner of the 1986 Doublespeak award for the year's most glaring
example of deceptive language?
-- NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration)

50 pts

·rn the movie "True Stories", Louis Fyne advertised for a wife.

What phone

number did he give on the advertisement?
-- 844-WIFE or 844-9433

5 pts What company awards their super salespersons the use of a pink Cadillac for two
years?
-- Mary Kay Cosmetics

15 pts What is the name of the Muppet's band director?
'
-- Nigel

10 pts In what year was the original Fitger's brewery in Duluth built?
-- 1857

Hour7
5 pts What were the names of the reindeer dolls that Burger King gave away over
Orristmas?
-- Ramona, Rhonda, Rodney, and Randy

10 pts What is David Robinson's number going to be for the San Antonio Spurs when
he plays for them?
-- #50

25 pts When Steve Martin sang the song "King Tut," his back-up band was called the
Tute-Uncommons. Actually, they are rather a well-known band. By what name
are they better known?
-- The Nitty-Gritty Dirt Band

15 pts What bar does Mike Hammer like to hang out at in the TV show ?
-- The Lite 'n' Easy Bar

10 pts The world's record for wearing bees on one's body was broken this last August;
who now holds the record for wearing bees?
-- Maxwell Beck
45 pts In the 1987 Snicker's New Music Search, what band was named the USA's best
unsigned band, and then promptly signed to a recording contract?
-- Not Shakespeare

5 pts What well known sports figure is known as the "Mayor of Rush Street?"
-- Harry Carey

15 pts According to the Lefthander's International Organization, what day is
International Lefthander's Day?
-- August 13
10 pts What is the title of the only movie about baseball to be nominated for an Oscar?
-- The Pride of the Yankees

Hour8

5 pts What Minneapolis resident and former Pro wrestler has a bit part in the new Arnold
Schwarzenegger movie "The Running Man"?
--Jessie Ventura

10 pts Where is the annual party known as the "World's Largest Beach Party" held?
--Williamsburg, Iowa

30 pts According to Blistex, who had the most fatal lips for 1987?
--Glenn Close

15 pts Iron Maiden has a wizened spark-eyed ghoul that serves as the bands mascot.
What is the name of the mascot?
--Eddie

10 pts What is Porky Pig's girlfriend's name?
--Petunia Pig

45pts Who was the first Minnesotan to finish the 19~6 Grandma's Marathon?
-Tom Zimmerman

5 pts The Lunar Lander used on Apollo 11 was named what?
-Eagle

15 pts What is the team name of the Grand Meadow, Minnesota football team?
--the Superlarks

10 pts What five your old character did Lily Tomlin create?
--Edith-Ann

Hour9
5 pts What are the names of Margaux Hemmingway's sisters?
-- Mariel and Muffet

10 pts Who created the Homer Hanky?
-- Terrie Blair

50 pts What is the only woman's name that appears on the NHL's Stanley Cup Trophy?
-- Margarite Norris

15 pts The National Press Photographer of the year is from Minnesota. What is his
name?
-- Chris Wheeler

10 pts What is the name of the woman who did the scat singing on the song "Great Gig
In The Sky" from the Pink Floyd album "Dark Side of The Moon"?
-- Clare Torry

45 pts Who was the first astronaut to get a haircut in space, and who gave it to him?
-- Alan Bean had his haircut by Owen Garriot

5pts Who caught Fran Tarkenton's first professional touchdown pass?
-- Bob Schnelker

15 pts In the "New Leave It To Beaver" show, who played Freddie Haskell?
-- Eric Osmond

10 pts What is the name of the actor who plays the lonely Maytag appliance repairman?
-- Jesse White

HourlO
5 pts What was Clarence Rutherford of Leave It To Beaver fame's nickname?
-- Lumpy

10 pts Who preceeded John Gagliardi as the head football coach at St. John's
University?
-- Johnny "Blood" McNally

30 pts What is the address of the house being given away in this years St. Paul Winter
·
Carnival button drawing?
-- 2359 Dahl Avenue

15 pts Victoria Woodhull was the first woman nominated for president. Who was
nominated as her vice-president?
-- Frederic Douglas

10 pts What is Whitey Herzog's given first name?
-- Dorrel

50 pts What St. Cloud barber gave Minnesota senator Dave Durenberger his first haircut
as a child?
-- Henry Sniezek

5 pts For what state was Robert Kennedy a U.S. senator?
-- New York

15 pts What is the name of the College Bowl team that won this year's competition at St.
Cloud State?
-- Shock The Monkey

10 pts Who did actress Carrie Fisher marry on August 16, 1983?
-- Paul Simon

Hour 11
5 pts What state did McCloud leave to go to New York City?
New Mexico

10 pts What are the stage names of the Beastie Boys?
-- MCA, King Ad-Rock, and Mike D.

35 pts Who was the first Minnesota Twin to make the cover of Sports Illustrated, and
on what date did he make it?
-- (Cookie) Lavagetto - May 15, 1961

15 pts In the game of Scrabble, what is a "bingo"?
-- a player uses all their letters on their rack in 1 turn

10 pts What is the title of the NBC TV news theme, and who wrote it?
-- The Mission , John Williams

65 pts Who was the model in the first Playtex Cross Your Heart Bra commercial?
-- Victor Kiam

5 pts Who is the mayor of Hibbing, Minnesota?
-- Richard Nordvold

15 pts Ruth Gordon made her speaking debut in what movie?
-- Abe Lincoln in Illinois

10 pts Please name the first host of "Wheel of Portune"?
.
-- Chuck Woolery

Hour 12
5 pts Name the truck driver that Pee Wee hitched a ride with in "Pee Wee's Big
Adventure"?
-- Large Marge

10 pts What is the world's only sovereign state with a zero birth rate?
-- Vatican City

35 pts

Who was the most valuable player of the 1987 Australian rules football VFL
Grand Final football game?
-- David Rhys-Jones

15 pts Who founded the group "People For The American Way"?
-- Norman Lear

10 pts Who won the 1987 Pulitzer Prize for feature writing?
-- Steve Twomey

60 pts What were the first names of the quintuplets in the movie "Raising Arizona"?
-- Barry, Gary, Larry, Harry, and Nathan Jr.

5 pts What ad campaign did Whitey Herzog win the chance to appear in by virtue of
losing the 1987 World Series?
-- Pepto Bismol

15 pts What is the name of the character played by Corbin Bernsen on L.A. Law?
-- Arnie Becker

10 pts What Broadway show holds the record for first day box office sales?
-- The Phantom of the Opera

Hour 13
5 pts Who recorded the original recording of "The Little Drummer Boy"?
-- The Harry Simeone Chorale

10 pts Who was Esquire magazine's Dubious Man of the Year for 1987?
-- Oliver North

40 pts What was the name of the bowling team that Andy Renko, Joe Coffey, Lucy
Bates, and Bobby Hill were on in "Hill Street Blues"?
(
-- Hill Street Blue Ballers

15 pts What is the official definition of "jeopardeze"?
-- the ability to communicate in the form of a question

10 pts Name the high school student who won 10,000 dollars at the St. Johns half time
basketball shootout, only to have to give it back, or forfeit his college basketball
eligibility.
-- Brad Blascziek (pronounced blah-check)

50 pts What town in Minnesota has, for the past eight years, made it an annual event
to race woodticks every summer?
-- Cuyuna

5 pts What band did the soundtrack for the Stephen King movie "Maximum Overdrive"?
-- AC/DC

15 pts What four current members of the Minnesota Twins hit a home run in their first
major league game?
-- Kent Hrbek, Gary Gaetti, Tim Laudner, and Rick Renick

10 pts What is the name of the bus company that Ralph Kramden drives for?
-- Gotham Bus Company

Hour 14
5 pts What was the name of Apollo 11 lunar module?
-- Eagle

10 pts What was the last European city that Madonna played on her "Who's That Girl"
tour?
-- Florence, Italy

35 pts Name the treehouse owner in St Louis Park who was sued for failing to meet
city building codes.
-- Mark Tucker

15 pts Who was the leader of the group, Lady Smith Black Mambazo, that sang backup
to Paul Simon on the album "Graceland"?
-- Joseph Shambalala

10 pts Who sings the theme song for the TV show "Moonlightint'?
-- AlJarreau

50 pts What is the species name of the main anxiety animal that comes out of Binkley's
closet in the comic strip "Bloom County"?
-- Giant Purple Snorklewacker

5 pts What three horse races make up the infamous Triple Crown?
-- Kentucky Derby, Belmont Stakes, and the Preakness

15 pts Who scored the soundtrack for the movie "Local Hero"?
-- Mark Knopfler

10 pts What is Slim Whitman's real name?
-- Otis (Dewey) Whitman, Jr.

Hour 15

5 pts After Margaret Hoolihan married Col. Donald Penobscott, she threw her bouquet.
Who caught it?
-- Frank Burns

10 pts In the 1987 World Series, the Twins set one record as a club. What was it?
-- Most runs by a club in an inning (7)

40 pts What was the name of the car that recently won the 1,950 mile endurance race
for solar powered vehicles across the continent of Australia?
-- Sunraycer

15 pts What was the title of the first song recorded by U-2 in the United States?
-- Jesus Christ

10 pts What was the name of the director of the New York City Marathon of 1987?
-- Fred LeBow

60 pts Name the company that manufactures the novelty product "My Pet Slug"?
-- Vertebrae, Inc.

5 pts What is the 1988 Motor Trend magazine car of the year?
-- Pontiac Grand Prix

15 pts Where are the corporate headquarters of the Volvo car company located?
-- Goteborg, Sweden

10 pts What was the name of the Alka-Seltzer boy from the TV commercials?
-- Speedy

Hour 16

5 pts What was the name of the yacht that Gary Hart and Donna Rice set out to sea in?
-- Monkey Business

10 pts Who recorded that infamous Christmas song, "Grandma Got Run Over By A
Reindeer?"
-- Elmo and Patsy

35 pts Notre Dame has won more national football championships than any other school.
· They did, however, lose the first game they ever played in. Who did they lose to,
and what was the score?
-- Michigan, 8 - 0
15 pts Who was the host of the TV documentary "Rolling Stone Magazine's Twenty
Years of Rock and Roll"?
-- Dennis Hopper

10 pts In what movie did Elvis Presley play opposite Mary Tyler Moore?
-- Change of Habit

50 pts According to the Traveler's Century Club of Los Angeles, who is the most
traveled person in the world?
-- John Clouse

5 pts Who won last night's WWF Heavyweight Championship Title Match, which was
aired on national network TV?
-- Andre the Giant

15 pts What was Captain Kirk's middle name on the TV series "Star Trek"?
-- Tiberias

10 pts What group released the 1968 album "Disraeli Gears"?
-- Cream

Hour 17
5 pts With what group did Lionel Ritchie sing before going solo?
-- The Commodores
10 pts What was the name of the town that the four kids lived in in the movie "Stand
By Me"?
-- Castle Rock
200 pts A 1987 stamp was issued by the U.S. Post Office honoring the Girl Scouts.
It had 14 badges on it What badges are they?
-- Wildlife, Computer Fun, Community Health and Safety, Individual Sports,
Bicycling, Active Citizen, Peoples of the United States, Boating, Popular Arts,
Local Lore, Aerospace, Wider Opportunities, Science Around Town, and
Communication Arts

15 pts The Marcus Nelson Murders was the pilot for what popular TV series?
-- Kojak

10 pts Who is the current director of the John F. Kennedy Library in Boston?
-- Charles Daly

35 pts Who was awarded the 1987 Hans Christian Anderson award for outstanding
achievement by a dyslexic?
-- Whoopi Goldberg
5 pts Who sang the title song for the Walt Disney movie "The Aristocrats"?
-- Maurice Chevalier
15 pts What is the British equivalent of the Tony award?
-- The Olivier Award

IO pts Who was the first player in NBA history to have back to back games with twenty
assists?
-- Earvin or Magic Johnson

Hour 18

5 pts What is the name of the character that Danny DeVito plays in the movie "Throw
Momma From The Train?"
-- Owen Lift

10 pts Who is the current president of the international chess federation F .I.D .E.?
-- Florencio Campomanes

35 pts What is the current name of the oldest high school still open in the U.S.?
Boston Latin

15 pts Who was the only major league baseball-player to hit behind both Hank Aaron
and Sadaharu Oh in the batter order ?
-- Davy Johnson

10 pts Who hosted the TV game show "Earn Your Vacation"?
-- Johnny Carson

55 pts Of the approximately 3,880 Domino Pizza stores, there is only one that offers
delivery by boat? In what town is it located?
-- Lake of the Ozarks, Missouri
5 pts What is Jerry Bum's middle name?
-- Monahan
15 pts What Minneapolis mother won the car from the "M" club raffle, then was told by
the NCAA that she could not keep it, only to have them change their minds after
further investigation?
-- Dorothy Pavelka

10 pts Which cast member of the movie "Plan 9 From Outer Space" died during the
filming of the movie?
-- Bela Lugosi

HOUR19

5 pts What company made the Twin's World Series rings?
-- Josten's

10 pts What was the jersey number worn by Jim Eisenreich for the 1988 Kansas City
Royals?
-- 22

50 pts What two groundskeepers were awarded the 1987 Groundskeepers of the Year
award by the Collegiate Baseball newspaper?
-- Mike McDonald and Bob O'Grady - (Groundskeepers for Siebert
Field, U. of Minnesota)

15 pts What is the name of the character Roger Mosley plays in the TV series "Magnum,

P.I.?"
-- Theodore Calvin
10 pts What food product used the slogan "It's not nice to fool Mother Nature" on TV
ads?
-- Chiffon margerine
75 pts Who sang the National Anthem at the annual United States Congressional baseball
game held between the Republicans and the Democrats?
-- Bob Michaels

5 pts What is the full name of Citizen Kane?
-- Charles Foster Kane

15 pts What N.H.L. Hall ofFamer carried the nickname of the "Chicoutimi Cucumber"
during his playing career?"
-- Georges Vezina
10 pts Besides being an actor and a singer, Jim Nabors is also a farmer. What crop does
he raise?
-- Macadamia nuts

HOUR20

5 pts What was the name of the character Leonard Nimoy played in the TV series
"Mission Impossible?"
-- Paris

10 pts Who was the first NFL football player to wear a facemask on his helmet?
-- . Otto Graham

b

60 pts One of the sponsors of the Amos and Andy radio program was Rinso detergent.
What was the ingredient in Rinso that made it so special?
-- Solium

15 pts What brand of cigarettes does James ·Bond smoke?
-- Morlands

10 pts In the comic strip "Peanuts" what title did Lucy first compete for in 1952?
-- Miss Fussbudget

· 35 pts Where was the 1987 Baldheaded Men of America's national convention held?
-- Morehead, North Carolina (their slogan is More Head - Less Hair)

5 pts What is Alice Cooper's real name?
-- Vince Fumier

15 pts 1987 saw a first in the area of football broadcasting. Who was the first woman
play-by play broadcaster to call an NFL football game on a major network?
-- Gayle Sierens

10 pts Who played Major Major in the movie Catch-22?
Bob Newhart

HOUR21
5 pts In what city was the musical "The Music Man" set?
-- River City
10 pts Who did Notre Dame beat when Knute Rockne told his team to "Win one for the
Gipper."
-- Army

35 pts Who invented the grocery bag?
-- Charles Stilwell

15 pts What 3 musicians were inducted into this years Rock and Roll Hall of Fame by
being recognized as early influences on rock and roll music.
-- Woody Guthrie, Leadbelly, and Les Paul

10 pts Where was Reba McEntire born?
-- Chockie, Oklahoma

55 pts What is the title of the theme song used by the counter-cultural radio program
"The Mother Earth News" which can be heard on another local radio station, and
who is the artist playing the song?
-- BLT; Lee Osker

5 pts In what motion picture do Nelson Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald sing the song
"Indian Love Call?"
-- Rose Marie

15 pts Who was the only woman to be nominated for a Directing Oscar?
-- Lina Wertmuller

10 pts What author is known for his fictional detective Travis McGee?
-- John D. MacDonald

HOUR22
5 pts Who holds the record for the longest home run hit at the Metrodome prior to the
1987 season ?
-- Ben Oglivie
10 pts The Monkees had a big hit with the song "I'm A Believer." Who wrote it?
-- Neil Diamond

35 pts Who is the only person currently from Minnesota to be selected as a Rhodes
scholar for 1988?
-- Modupe Labode

15 pts Who is the head of the Muppetland chemistry laboratories?
-- (Dr.) Bunson Honeydew

10 pts Who is the first Minnesota playwright to win a Pulitzer Prize?
-- August Wilson

80 pts Who was the winner of the 1925 National Spelling Bee?
-- Frank Neuhauser

5 pts What is the other title for Taps? .
-- Day Is Done

15 pts Who is Roger Awsumb better known as?
·
-- Casey Jones

10 pts Where was John Madden born?
-- Austin, Minn.

Hour23
5 pts What year did Disneyland open?
-- 1955

10 pts Kirby Puckett has a tattoo on his left bicep. What does it say?
-- Kirby

60 pts Who was named Canada's "Greatest Athlete of the First Half of the 20th
Century" by the sportswriters of Canada?
-- Lionel Conacher

15 pts What is the name of the award that the Academy of Science Fiction, Fantasy, and
gives out each year for the best work done in the area of science fiction, fantasy
and horror films?
-- The "Saturn" award

10 pts When Sonny and Cher were married, what was the first name of their first child?
-- Chastity

40 pts What is the affectionate name that has been given to the only completely restored
and flyable B-17G bomber left in the world?
-- Sentimental Journey

5 pts What is the only letter of the alphabet that does not appear in the name of one of the
U.S. states?
-- Q (as in Q)

15 pts Who was the first person to record Mel Torme's "The Christmas Song" on a 45 ?
-- Nat King Cole

10 pts

Since the Twins came to Minnesota, who has thrown out the most balls at the
home openers?
-- Wendell Anderson

HOUR24

5 pts What was the first major league baseball team to televise their baseball games in
Spanish?
-- California Angels

10 pts Who plays Dave Richards, a Boston sports writer, in the TV series "Cheers?"
-- Fred Dryer

40 pts What town in Minnesota held its third annual dachshund races, better known as
the Hot Dog Nationals, this past year?
-- Wayzata

15 pts Dolly Parton did a musical vide:o with Hulk Hogan this past year. What was the
title of the song?
-- He's Got A Headlock On My Heart

10 pts Who shot J.R. on Dallas?
-- Kristin Shephard

40 pts What is the name of the school that William Hurt goes to teach at in the movie
"Children of a Lesser God?"
-- Governor Kittridge School for the Deaf

5 pts In what city is Jim Morrison, the late singer of the Doors, buried?
-- Paris

15 pts In the movie "Top Gun," what was the name of the first man awarded Top Gun
status, and what was his code name?
- Mike Medcalf; Viper

10 pts Who invented Velcro?
-- George De:Mestral

HOUR25

5 pts In what city did Dick Clark's American Bandstand originate?
-- Philadelphia

10 pts What is the name of Carrie Fisher's first novel?
-- Postcards From The Edge

125 pts Who opened the first coney Island hot dog stand?
-- Charles Feltman

15 pts What two men associated with the sport of baseball both won Bozo telephones
and entry into the Bow Hall of Fame in 1987?
-- George Steinbrenner and Billy Martin

10 pts In the movie "Star Wars," who was the Lord of the Sith?
-- Darth Vader

35 pts Who was the first woman to buy a seat on the New York stock exchange?
-- Muriel Siebert

5 pts Yuppies - an acronym for young urban professionals - spawned a host of
the new acronyms. What does the acronym "dinks" stand for?
-- dual (or double) income, no kids

15 pts Tony Bennett's real name is Anthony Bennedetto. Who gave Tony Bennett his
stage name?
-- Bob Hope

10 pts What two songwriters wrote the songs for the movie "The Lady and The Tramp?"
-- Peggy Lee and Sonny Burke

HOUR26

5 pts George Harrison lost a plagiarism suit over which one of his songs?
-- My Sweet Lord

10 pts What two writers co-wrote the book "It's What You Learn After You Know It All
That Counts?"
-- Earl Weaver and Barry Stainback

65 pts What 3 people were inducted into the Travel Hall of Fame by the American
Society of Travel Agents in 1987?
-- Christopher Columbus, Donna Tuttle, and C.E. Woolman

15 pts Who is the only performer to tour with both the Beatles and Elvis?
-- Roy Orbison

10 pts In what city and province is the Canadian Football Hall of Fame located?
-- Hamilton, Ontario
·

35 pts In September of this year, Dave Moore of WCCO made his operatic debut as a
tipsy jailer. Name the opera.
Die Fledermaus

I --

5 pts Who designed the Capitol building in Washington D.C.?
-- William Thornton

15 pts Who created Jiminy Cricket?
-- Ward Kimball

10 pts What is the full title of the song sung by the choir in the Arrow shirt commercial,
and who was the first artist to have a Top 40 hit with it?
--(Your Love Keeps Lifting Me) Higher and Higher; Jackie
Wilson
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5 pts What well known director portrayed Mr. Freeze on the Batman TV show?
-- Otto Preminger

T.O. Name the TV show that holds the "Single Network Longevity" record?
-- The Price Is Right

45 pts What are the names of the two brothers-in-law who have been giving each other
the same pair of moleskin pants encased in concrete or steel every other Christmas
since 1964?
-- Larry Kunkel and Roy Collette

15 pts In the TV series "The Beverly Hillbillies," what character did Roy Clark play?
-- (Cousin) Roy Halsey

10 pts Who is the only German fighter to hold a world heavyweight boxing title?
-- Max Schmeling

35 pts Who played Bruce Dem's wife in the movie "The Incredible Two-Headed
Transplant," and what TV sit-com role is she best known for?
-- Pat Priest, as Marilyn Munster

5 pts What is Bert Blyleven's real first name?
-- Rikalbert

25 pts Who was the first artist to have a Top 5 hit in the 50's, 60's, and ?O's?
-- Brook Benton

10 pts What corporation owns 7 - 11 stores?
-- Southland Corporation
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5 pts What is Frank Burns' home town?
--Fort Wayne (Indiana)

10 pts Name the two U.S. Presidents who are buried at Arlington National Cemetary?
-- John F. Kennedy and William Taft

25 pts On the TV show "Cheers", what is Sam Malone's baseball nickname?
-- Mayday

15 pts In what year was the New York Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra formed?
-- 1842

10 pts What was Joyce's nickname for Captain Furillo in the TV series Hill Street Blues?
-- PizzaMan

45 pts In the song "Nashville Cats" by John Sebastian, how many guitar pickers and
how many mothers are there in Nashville?
1,352 guitar pickers and 16, 821 mothers

5 pts Who was the world's first woman in space?
-- Valentina Tereshkova

15 pts _who is the editor of the Stillwater prison newspaper, The Mirror?
-- Robert Taliaferro

10 pts Who is the first Hmong (pronounced Mung) police officer in St. Paul?
-- Shoua Cha
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5 pts What Broadway musical featured the song "The Impossible Dream"?
Man of La Mancha

10 pts What was the name of the character played by Peter Lorre in the movie
"Casablanca"?
-- Ugarte

35 pts The original "Air Jordan" basketball shoe was not allowed on the court when
Michael Jordan tried to wear it. What was the reason?
-- there was no white on the shoe

15 pts Name the restaurant opened in Atlanta by former Beatie Ringo Starr?
-- The London Brasserie

10 pts What are the only two conditions under which a WWF pro wrestling title can
change hands?
-- a pin or a submission

45 pts The Tailor's Council of America puts out the list of the 10 best dressed men of
America. Who was the first person to be named posthumously?
-- Cary Grant

5 pts What was Billboard's top pop LP of 1987?
-- "Slippery When Wet"

15 pts What area grade school student took first place in the Minnesota "Prevent Blindness Month" poster contest?
Ben Fenske

10 pts Name the six suspects depicted in the playing cards for the board game "Clue"?
--Miss Scarlet, Colonel Mustard, Mrs. White, Mrs. Peacock,
Mr. Green, and Professor Plum
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5 pts Who was George Wallace's running mate in 1968?
-- Curtis LeMay

10 pts Who was the first pole vaulter to vault over 15 feet?
-- Cornelius Warmerdam

35 pts People going to football games involving Stanford University actually watch the
halftime show. This is due in part to a marching band known as SMUT. What
does that stand for?
Stanford Marching Unit Thinkers

T.O. Who was the first Supreme Court Justice nominee to be turned down?
-- John Rutledge

10 pts What fictional town was the movie "True Storie" based in?
-- Virgil, Texas

50 pts Give the 6 identities of the characters Joe Piscopo plays in his Lite Beer
commericials.
--Helga(swimmer), Bruce(kunfu fu and martial arts), Rappin Fats(rap musician),
Python(ex-pro wrestler), Jumpin Joe (basketball), Rhino(coach)

5 pts What father-son combination holds the record for most home runs hit in the major
leagues?
-- Yogi and Dale Berra

15 pts Who is Charlie Brown's favorite baseball player?
-- Joe Schlabotnik

10 pts Former Superman, George Reeve, had a small part in the movie "Gone With The
Wind." What was his character's name?
-- Stuart Tarleton
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5 pts During the past summer, the Twins offered 14 games that were billed as Knothole
games. What is special about such a game?
-- People 14 yrs. and younger get into the game for free
when accompanied by an adult
10 pts Who holds the record for the largest splake taken in the state of Minnesota?
- David Leitten
75 pts In 1987 Milton Berle published his first short story. What was its title?
-- Closing Night At The '.Zebra Lounge

15 pts What actor on the television show "Laugh In" was heard to speak the famous line
"Want a Walnetto?"
-- Arte Johnson

10 pts When was the last time a redhead became Miss America, and who was it?
-- 1944, Venus Ramey
45 pts A female film star set a record by singing the same song in three different movies.
Name the star, the song and the movies of theses appearences.
--Doris Day, "Que Sera Sera", :The Man Who Know Too
Much, Please Don't Eat the Daisies, The Glass Bottom Boat
5 pts What did Herbie the Elf in the TV show "Rudolf the Red-Nosed Reindeer" really
want to
do for a living?
--Dentist or Dentistry
15 pts Please name the former St. Cloud City Council member who was once an
infamous Vietnam War protester.
--George Mische
10 pts Burgess Meredith recently had his star unveiled on the Walk of Fame in
Hollywood. What number was he?
-- 1859
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5 pts What is the name of the fraternal lodge Howard Cunningham belongs to on the TV
Happy Days?
-- Leopard Lodge
10 pts A new United States poet laureate was named in 1987, What is his name?
-- Richard Wilbur
75 pts Jim Craig was one of the main reasons the USA won the gold medal for hocky in
the 1980 Winter Olympics. How many total saves did he make in the Olympic
games, and what was his save percentage?
---- 183 saves; .924 %

15 pts What was the name of the last passenger pigeon that died in 1914, completing the
extinction of that species of bird.
-- Martha
10 pts Name the two actors in the ?O's who refused their Oscar award?
-- George C. Scott and Marlon Brando
55 pts What is the name of the oldest furniture store that has stayed in the same family in
the state of Minnesota?
-- Simonet Furniture and Carpet of Stillwater, Mn.

5 pts What is the name of the actor who played Corporal Boyle in Gomer Pyle?
-- Ray Stuart
15 pts Who wrote the short lived Broadway play that the movie "Nuts" is based on?
-- Tom Topor

10 pts Who were the Boring Institute's two winners of the "Ferdinand and Imelda
Marcos award for Dramatic Arts?"
-- Jim and Tammy Bakker - (for their ability to cry on cue)
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5 pts What is the stage name of the actress who plays Gregory Hines girlfriend in the
movie "White Nights?"
-- Isabella Rossellini
10 pts What is the name of the Cincinatti Bengals' mascot?
-- Benzoo

25 pts Who created the "Frankie Sweet Music Viola" banner which bode an ill wind to
all teams who faced Frank Viola at the Metrodome during the 1987 season?
-- Mark Dornfield

15 pts Name the four pictures that Cary Grant was in that Alfred Hitchcock directed?
-- Notorious, North by Northwest, To Catch A Thief, and
Suspicion

10 pts What chief announcer for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation was known
as the "Voice of Canada" during World War II?
-- Lorne Greene

125 pts The University of Colorado, Boulder, has a food court named after a man who
was convicted of cannabilism in the United States. What is the name of this
place?
--The Alfred Packer Grill

5 pts What was the name of the Grinch's dog in the Christmas classic, "The Grinch
Who Stole Christmas"?
-- Max

15 pts What is the title of Mamie VanDoren's autobiography?
-- "Playing the Field: My Story"
10 pts In what city is the western hemisphere's largest croquet facility located?
-- Palm Beach Gardens, Florida
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5 pts Before he became a solo act, Len Barry was the leader of a group that had a
number of Top 40 hits. Name the group.
-- The Dovells

10 pts What is the name of the woman that appeared on the David Letterman show that
collects potato chips that look like faces?
-- Myrtle Young

80 pts A Nebraska mule, against all scientific probability, recently gave birth to a colt
for the second time. What is the name of the mule and her two offspring?
-- Krause, Blue Moon, and White Lightning

15 pts Who sang the theme song for the movie "City Heat?"
-- Joe Williams

10 pts Who-was the cartoon character that promoted lpana toothepaste?
-- Bucky Beaver

50 ~ts Who was the last NFL player to both throw an interception and make one?
-- Tony Dungy

5 pts What is the name of the character Wil Wheaton plays in the TV series "Star Trek:
The Next Generation?
-- Wesley Crusher

15 pts Who was the first black Rockette?
-- Jennifer Jones

10 pts Who is Beach Boy Carl Wilson's father-in-law?
- Dean Martin
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5 pts What is the Minnesota State Stone?
-- Lake Superior Agate

10 pts What is the song that Eric Clapton sings on a Michelob Lite commercial?
-- "After Midnight"

60 pts What are the words of the Sliderule Cheer used to motivate the athletic teams
of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York?
-- E to the X, D to the X,
Cosine, Secant, Tangent, Sine
3.14159
Square Root, Cube Root, Log of Pi
Disintegrate Them, RPI!!!!

15 pts Who was the narrator of the episode of "Moonlighting" that spoofed
Shakespeare's "The Taming of the Shrew"?
-- Sterling Holloway
10 pts In bowling terminology, what is an 8 - 10 split better known as?
-- a Cinncinnati
45 pts What Minnesotan created the mythical St Urho, mythical patron saint of the
Finnish population of Minnesota?
-- Sulo Havumaki

5 pts What are the calls letters of Boston's PBS TV station?
-- WGBH
15 pts With what famous person did the use of the word "caddie" originate?
-- Mary, Queen of Scotts

10 pts Who hit the line-drive off of Dizzy Dean's toe that led to his career in the majors
being shortened?
- Earl Averill
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5 pts What is the name of Blondie and Dagwood's dog?
-- Daisy

10 pts What high school did Elvis Presley graduate from?
-- L. C. Humes

125 pts Who won the 1987 Moosehead Beer Ice-Carving Championship, and what was
the name of their creation?
-- Mark Daukus - "Cloud Dancer"

15 pts Who was the first woman to coach a high school hockey team in Minnesota?
-- April Hasbargen

10 pts What was the first X-rated movie to win the Oscar for Best Picture?
-- "Midnight Cowboy"

45 pts Name the inventor of the half-spoon, half-fork utensil known as the spork, or
foon?
-- David Brody

5 pts What is the call sign of the fighter pilot in the Diet Pepsi commercial who flips his
jet in order to dispense his refreshing beverage?
-- Mustang
15 pts What is Bix Beiderbecke's real first name?
-- Leon
10 pts You might find a doctor receiving the magazine JAMA.What do the letters JAMA
stand for?
-- Journal of the American Medical Association
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5 pts What was the name of the plane in which the Wright brothers made the first
powered flight?
-- The Flyer

10 pts The James Bond movie "Dr. No" featured a tarantula.What was it called in the
movie?
-- "Rosie"?

90 pts We all know the first verse of the Mother Goose version of Jack and Jill, but
what are the words to the second verse?
-- Then up Jack got and off did trot,
as fast as he could caper,
to old Dame Dob, who patched his nob,
with vinegar and brown paper.

15 pts Which catcher has caught the most no-hitters in major league play?
-- Ray Schalk
10 pts Who discovered the source of the Mississippi River?
-- Henry Schoolcraft
45 pts What does the clown mascot of the New York Mets have printed on his jersey?
-- Maniac 1/2
5 pts Who invented Band-Aids?
-- Earle Dickson

20 pts By tradition, Harvard College has the Hasty Pudding Award and a parade for the
winner. When John Wayne was their man of the year, what did he ride on during
the parade?
-- A tank
10 pts What was the name of Barry Manilow's first dog?
-- Bagel
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5 pts What town w_as the birthplace of the Ringling Bros. Circus?
-- Baraboo, Wisconsin

10 pts What is Tina Turner's real name?
-- Anna Mae Bullock

35 pts In the Red Baron Pizza TV commercials, what is the name of the Red Baron's
mechanic?
-- Bruno Wolff

15 pts What was the Avon Company called before it became the Avon Company?
-- The California Perfume Company

10 pts What was Woody Allen's original name?
-- Allen Konigsberg

65 pts The first Mumm Champagne Classical Music Awards ceremony was held last
year to induct 5 people into the Classical Music Hall of Fame. Name the 5.
-- Leonard Bernstein, Vladimir Horowitz, Sir Georg Solti,
Rudolf Serkin and Isaac Stern

T.O

Alan Freed is generally credited with being the "Father of Rock and Roll." What
did he call his radio program in the 50's?
-- The Moondog Rock and Roll House Party

15 pts Who was the first black to be voted onto the International Olympic Committee?
-- Anita DeFrantz

10 pts What film led the 1987 Golden Raspberry Foundation's Worst Picture list with 8
Golden Raspberry nominations?
-- Under The Cherry Moon
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5 pts According to Blistex, who had the best dog-gone lips for 1987?
-- Spuds McKenzie
10 pts What was the name of the bulldog selected as the "Most Beautiful Bulldog of
1987," who then became official mascot of the Drake Relays in Des Moines,
Iowa?
-- Sir Sluggo

25 pts On the Muppet Show, what is the name of the theatre owner?
-- J.P. Grosse

15 pts Name the four slam-dunk champions in the first four years of the Slam Dunk
contest held during the NBA All-Star game.
-- Larry Nance, Dominique Wilkins,
Spud Webb, and Michael Jordan
10 pts What are raced in the 12 mile 500 each year in Indiana?
·
-- Lawnmowers

75 pts What ad agency won the most Clios for best radio commercial advertising in
1987?
-- Chiat-Day

5 pts In the movie "Rambo," the colonel was the coveyleader. What was the radio call
name he used to call Rambo?
-- Raven

15 pts Who was the 19th Black Miss America?
-- Rachel Oliver

10 pts What was the character played by Dennis Quaid in the movie "Suspect" ?
-- Eddie Sanger
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5 pts What state was the nation's top honey producing state in 1986?
-- North Dakota

10 pts What major league baseball team was the last to break the color barrier, and who
was the player?
-- Boston Red Sox - Elijah (Pumpsie) Green

25 pts Berke Breathed, creator of Bloom County, recently put out a cartoon book titled
"Billy and the Boingers: Bootleg." The book contained a vinyl throw-away 45
with two songs recorded on it. Name the two songs and the composers.
-- "I'm A Boinger" by Steve Dallas, and "U Stink But I Love You" by B.Catt.
15 pts What is "Oscar," the figure of the Academy Award, standing on?
-- a reel of film
10 pts Who played Harry, the bigfoot monster, in the movie "Harry and the
Hendersons?"
-- Kevin Peter Hall

40 pts Bobby Goldsboro just wrote his first Christmas book this past Christmas. What
was the title?
Snuffy - The Elf Who Saved Christmas

5 pts Who was the Ford Edsel named for?
-- Edsel Ford

15 pts A double amputee service veteran is featured in a DuPont TV commercial playing
basketball. What is his name?
-- Bill Denby

10 pts Where would you be if you took the "second star to the left, and straight on 'til
morning?"
-- Never Never Land
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5 pts Who was Patty Hearst's fiance at the time of her kidnapping?
-- Steven Weed
10 pts What is the name of the largest cave in Minnesota?
-- Mystery Cave
110 pts The first film to be shown in Atwood's Little Theatre was a student produced
film. What is the name of the first professionally directed film to be shown?
-- Through A Glass Darkly

15 pts In the movie "2001 - A Space Odyssey," what was the name of the space
station's restaurant?
-- Howard Johnson's
10 pts George Michael's girlfriend was in the video for the song "I Want Your Sex."
What is her name?
-- Kathy Jeng

35 pts Where is the world's largest chili pot located?
-- Buffalo Gap, Texas

5 pts What is more commonly used name for the Oceanus Brittanicus?
-- The English Channel

15 pts What well-known actress was discovered in Los Angelos in 1960 by George
Burns while singing with a group called the Suttletones?
-- Anne-Margret

15 pts Jerry Berkhardt ofWaterbed Waterhouse fame usually wears a letter jacket during
his TV commercials. What is the number on the jacket, and what high school
does the coat come from?
-- 64, Minneapolis Edison
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5 pts On the TV show Magnum, P.I., what is Magnum's middle name?
-- Sullivan

10 pts What is the name of the official publication of the Dr. Who Fan Club of America?
-- Tardis

35 pts What is the name of the 3-masted schooner that was recently purchased by the
Domino Pizza Coxporation, increasing its fleet to 4 ships?
-- Victory Chimes
15 pts At the first Rock and Roll Hall of Fame induction ceremonies, who presented
Jerry Lee Lewis with his award?
-- Hank Williams Jr.

10 pts What was the name of the first space vehicle to map the far side of the moon?
-- Lunik

65 pts What two high school students were awarded the top prize in the 1987 National
Bicentennial Writing Competition?
-- Sara Johnson, Mahbub Majumdar

T.O. Who is William Henry Pratt better known as?
-- Boris Karloff

15 pts Elvis Presley made only one appearance on the Grand Ole Oprey, after which the
talent coordinator told him to go back to truck driving. What was the date of that
ill-fated performance?
-- September 25, 1954

10 pts What two schools played each other in the first woman's basketball game?
-- Smith and Wellesley
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5 pts Who is credited with inventing ear muffs?
-- Chester Greenwood

20 pts Sports Illustrated magazine gave a sculpture to the city of Detroit and the Detroit
Institute of Arts. What is the sculpture called?
-- The Monument to Joe Louis

35 pts What two Minnesota college football players were name to the 1987 Associated
Press Little All-America football team?
-- James Ashley and Duane Goldammer

15 pts Who invented Crackerjacks?
-- F. W. Rueckheim

15 pts In the TV show "Mr. President," what is the name of the company that the brother
of the president owns?
-- Presidential Motor Homes
70 pts There were 62 faces on the original cover of the Beatle's album "Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Heart's Club Band." After the first album cover was released, two faces
were removed from subsequent album jackets. Whose faces were removed?
-- (Mohatmas) Gandhi, and Leo Gorcey

5 pts What two characters did Margaret Hamilton play in the movie "The Wizard of Oz?"
-- The Wicked Witch of the West and Elvira Gulch
15 pts A movie about Chuck Berry's life was recently released. Who scored the music
for it?
-- Keith Richards

10 pts According to the Miller Lite Beer commercial, in what town and what year was
the first Miller Lite served?
-- Springfield, Illinois; 1973
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5 pts Which state is known as the Pine Tree state?
·

· -- Maine

10 pts What song did the Eurhythmics add to the Chrisnnas compilation album, "A Very
Special Christtnas?"
-- Winter Wonderland

80 pts Joy dishwashing detergent has a cartoon lemon who does commercials for the
company What is his name?
-- Sud Z. Lemon

15 pts Who is the only American league ballplayer to not make the all-star team the year
he was named the league's MVP?
-- Hank Greenburg

10 pts On what radio station did Paul Harvey get his first job as a part-time radio
announcer?

-KVOO

50 pts In what town did the American Society of Dowsers hold its 27th annual
convention? ·
-- Danville, Vermont

5 pts What actor was a member of the Dirty Dozen and The Magnificent 7?
-- Charles Bronson

15 pts Who was the first guest host on Saturday Night Live?
-- George Carlin

10 pts At what college did Manute Bol play college basketball?
-- University of Bridgeport
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5 pts Where are the corporate headquarters of Nestle Foods Corporation?
--White Plains, New York

T.O. What is the first name of the character played by Drew Barrymore in "E.T."?
--Gertie

25 pts Who drives the Lave jet powered car?
--Roger Gustin

15 pts What is the name of the award given to the NCAA collegiate women athlete of the
year?
--Br<Xierick Cup

10 pts In the original television version of Star Trek, the theme music was composed by
whom?
--Alexander Courage
65 pts On the cover of John Cougar's new album "Lonesome Jubilee," what is the name
the old man that appears with him ?
-- Woody Baker

5 pts In the Walt Disney classic "Pinocchio," what was "Cleo" ?
--fish

20 pts What actor was on stage during the streaking of the Academy Awards?
--David Niven

!Opts For nine years, nine months and nine days, he had not lost a race. He last lost a
race on August. 26, 1977. In June of 1987, Edwin Moses lost. Who broke his
winning streak?
--Danny Harris
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5 pts Johnny Cash recorded two live albums inside prisons. Name these prisons.
--Folsum and San Quentin

'
10 pts On New Years Eve, the world paused and took a "leap second", apparently our
Earth is slowing down. When was the last time we took time out for a "leap
second".
-- June 1985

75 pts In 1987, Warner Brothers put out the first Looney Tunes cartoon since 1968. What
is the name of this new cartoon?
-- 'The Duxorcist"

15 pts Who is the only surviving American signer of the United Nations charter?
-- Harold Stassen

10 pts Who threw the last pitch at Metropolitan Stadium, and to what batter did he throw

it?
-- Larry Gura - Roy Smalley

55 pts Dr. Ruth Westheimer made her film debut in a 1987 French film. Name the film.
-- "One Woman, Or Two?"

· 5 pts What was the name of Superboy's dog?
--Krypto

15 pts Who were the two founding fathers of the cubist movement in art?
-- Pablo Picasso and George Bracque

10 pts In the movie "Rhapsody in Blue," who was the bandleader in the performance of

the title song?
-- Paul Whiteman
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5 pts Who wrote the book "Jonathan Livingston Seagull"?
-- Richard Bach

15 pts On what California radio station does former "Laugh In" announcer Garry Owens
have his morning show?
-- KFI

65 pts Who was the winner of the First Annual Bobby Knight Chair Throwing contest
held at St. Thomas College in Minnesota?
-- Mike Nicklauske

15 pts Who scored the winning goal in the longest game in NHL history?
-- Madere (or Mud) Bruneteau

10 pts In the TV series Private Secretary, what was the name of the talent agency Ann
Sothern worked for?
-- International Artists

90 pts Who were the co-founders of R.A.L.P.H., the Royal Association for the
Longevity and Preservation of the Honeymooners.
-- Peter Crescenti and Robert Columbe

5 pts Who was the first English monarch to circumnavigate the globe?
-- Elizabeth II (second)

20 pts What town west of the Mississippi has hosted the Mother Goose parade for the
last 41 years?
-- El Cajon, California

10 pts Who preceeded Phil Collins as the drummer of Genesis?
-- John Mayhew
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5 pts Who created the cartoon character "George of the Jungle"?
-- Jay Ward

20 pts Who was the first American born hockey player to score a hat trick in a Stanley
Cup Finals game?
--Paul Holmgren

75 pts Jim Davis, creator of the "U.S. Acres" comic strip, held a national contest to add
another character to the comic strip. Who won the contest, and what was the
name of the character that was added to the strip?
-- Robert Tobin - "Max"
15 pts In the movie "Easy Rider," what group performed the song "Don't Bogart Me"?
-- The Fraternity of Men

10 pts What noted St. Qoud woman was named 1987 "Woman of theYear" by the Beta
Sigma Phi International Sorority?
-- Pat Hoffman

85 pts Who created the Hamrns bear?
-- Peter DeJarlaits

5 pts What is the name of the newspaper in Keister, Minnesota?
-- The Courier-Sentinel

20 pts Mikhail Gorbachev is in the middle of removing the name Brezhnev from many
places and objects in the USSR. What is the city of Brezhnev, located on the
Volga River, being renamed to?
-- Naberezhniye Chelny

10 pts Who was named Miss Indian USA in 1987?
-- Theodora Roanhorse
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5 pts Name the four presidents since Andrew Jackson having served eight consecutive
years?
--Grant, Wilson, FDR, Eisenhower

10 pts Newsweek recently featured a set of twins on their cover, please give their names.
--David and Mathew Hunt

100 pts What is the name of the schooner that was used as a model for the ship on the
back of the present Canadian dime?
-- Bluenose

15 pts David Letterman donated a plaque to his college alma mater that was to be put on
the main door of the Telecommunications Facility. What does the plaque read?
-- Dedicated to all "C" students
20 pts For 20 Trivia Points, give us the first question and answer from the first hour
of the 1988 KVSC Mission: Trivia Contest?
-- Who is Miss Deaf Minnesota for the year 1988?
(SCSU Student) Ann Marie Mickelson

75 pts In a national contest sponsored by the Aeroxon Company, who was awarded the
prize for having captured the biggest cockroach in the United States?
-- Robert Clay

5 pts There have been many money raising efforts, a more recent is PATCH. What
does this stand for?
--Photography in Aid to Children of Haiti

20 pts What are the names of the three bozos that are writing these stupid questions?
--Gary Burt, Terry Kosel and Thomas Raich

10 pts Who was the last Gopher football player to be nan1ed All-American?
-- Doug Kingsriter
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5 pts SPERDVAC is the name of an organization. What does it stand for?
-- Society to Preserve and Encourage Radio Drama, Variety and Comedy

15 pts What is the capital of Bourkina Fasso?
-- Ouagadougou

100 pts Paul Simon met Art Garfunkel in school while the two of them were rehearsing
for their 6th grade play. What was the name of the play and what part did each
of them play ?
--Alice in Wonderland;
~-Paul Simon was the White Rabbit,
--Art Garfunkel was the Chesire Cat

15 pts 1bree Minnesotans were awarded the top 3 places in the 1987 National Duck
Stamp competition. Who were they?
--Daniel Smith, James Meger, and Jim Hautman

10 pts Where was the Rose Bowl played at the end of the 1941 college football season.
-- Durham, North Carolina

150 pts In 1950, NBC held a contest for a living Howdy Doody look-a-like. Out of the
17,000 entrants, who was the final winner?
--(5 yr. old) Billy Oltmann

20 pts Mayor Tom Bradley, of Los Angels, declared May 15, 1987 as a special day for
L.A. What did he proclaim this day to be?
-- Barbarian Day (of CONAN movie fame)

15pts According to the American Bird Association, what American bird-watcher has the
most recorded bird sightings?
--Benton Basham

